bounded set of measurable functions on a compact metric space with a Radon measure is pointwise separable and pointwise relatively compact in the set of measurable functions, the same is true of its convex hull.
The author thanks G.A. Edgar and J. Rosenblatt for bringing their conjecture to his attention, and for communication of partial results. The author is also indebted to J. Bourgain for bringing (independently) the problem of the convex hull of compact sets of measurable functions to his attention.

Preliminaries.
Let (T2, 2 , JLI) be a complete probability space. We denote by JLI* the outer measure, by M(2) the set of all measurable realvalued functions on Sl.
The pointwise convergence topology on the set of all real-valued functions on a set X is denoted by Tp . The Tp -closed convex hull of a set T of functions is denoted by c(T).
We need to consider two set-theoretical assumptions. The strongest one is CH, the continuum hypothesis, i.e., the assumption that the first uncountable cardinal has the power of continuum. The second one is MA, Martin's axiom, whose nature is more complicated, and which is explained in [9] . This axiom will be used (through Lemma 1, but not directly in this work) through the following consequence, more familiar to the measure theorist: If 2 is the completion of a countably generated algebra a union of less than the continuum of negligible sets is negligible.
The following lemma is the cornerstone of this work. It is used in our two main results, theorems 5 and 17. It is due to D.H. Fremlin, and independently, to J. Bourgain and F. Delbaen. LEMMA 1. -Let (Sl,, 2,, ^),<<y be complete probability spaces. Suppose that for each s = (^ ,..., Sq) is given a measurable set A, of ft^ x ... x n^ , of measure 1 for the product measure. Suppose either a) Each 2, is the completion of a countably generated algebra, and MA holds. b) Each S, is the completion of an algebra of cardinality < card R , and CH holds.
Then there exist sets U, C Sl,, M*(H-) = 1 , such that for all s = (^i ,..., Sq ), and all families (^, y \^q, j^s °f distinct elements of V,, we have (u^^ ,..., ^ , ^ ,..., M^^ ,..., ^,^) £ A,.
Proof. -In either case, 2, is the completion for JLX, of a aalgebra "L\ which has the power of continuum. Let 7 be the first ordinal of cardinality of the continuum, and let (V^)^<^ be an enumeration of the sets of positive measure of 2,'.
It is clear that one can assume each A, invariant for each i < q by permutation of the componants which belong to ?2,. For finite sets F, = (^-j ),<,.. and s with ^ < s^ for i < q , let We now turn to the definition and elementary properties of Riemann measurability. Let X a compact space and /A a Radon measure on it. A function /: X -> R will be said Riemannmeasurable if it is bounded and if its set of points of discontinuity is negligible. The following is elementary. Y\V. So f, </</2, and J^ -A) ^ < 2r? (||/IL + |/x|(X)), which is arbitrarily small.
b =^ a since {x ; Os^(/) > 77} C {x ; ^(x) -/i(x) > 77} has a measure at most e/r] for all e , the former set is negligible.
For a measurable set A, let ess cl A be the smallest closed ess set such that A C ess cl A, i.e., the set of points x such that each b ===» a We can suppose that X is the support of jn. Define h (x) = Inf {t E R ; / < t a.e. on V, V neighborhood of x} .
For two rationals r < s, let F^, ==; {h <r} H {/z >.?}. Let r <a <b <s. If x E {A < r} , each neighborhood V of x contains a point y^{h < r}, and hence an open W on which h <a a.e. so W e^ {/ < a} , so x £ M^ . If x G {A > 5} , each neighborhood V of x contains a point ^ £ {A > 5}, and hence a set of positive measure on which f> b , so x G N^ . So F^ ^ C M^ H N^ , and hence ^(F,.,) = 0 by hypothesis.
Since h is continuous in the complement of U^F^ h is Riemann-measurable. Moreover, since {h < r} C M^ , we have JLI({A < r} H N^) = 0 for 6> r. It follows easily that h is in the class of /.
Convex hull of sets of measurable functions.
Before we start explaining our result, we give a brief survey of known results connected to it. A general problem is the following. Let X a set, and T be a uniformly bounded (to simplify) set of functions on T, which is compact for Tp . Suppose T consists of functions with some regularity. Let ^(T) be the Tp -closure of the convex hull of T. Does it follow that <T(T) consists of regular functions ? The following results are known : a) If X is compact, and T consists of continuous functions, then 7T(T) also consists of continuous functions. (This is essentially the classical Krein's theorem). b) If X is Polish, and T consists of functions of first Baire class, so does c (T). [ 1 ] . c) If X is Polish, and T is separable, and consists of Baire fonction of class < a, then c (T) consists of functions of Baire class <a+ 1 [1] 3) It is easy to see that if fJi is a Radon measure on a compact space S, the family of open sets is nice, and the family of continuous functions is nice.
4) An important example of nice family is given by proposition 10 in the next section.
Let TCM(2) a set which is not necessarily Tp -compact, and T its r -closure. We want an estimate of roughly speaking "how far T is to be contained in M(S)'\ For /: ^-> R, let /* = ess inf {h : ^ -> R ; h > /, h measurable} ,/*==-(-/)*. Since /* is valued in R U {oo}, /* -f^ is well defined, and if /^d enotes the upper integral of positive measurable functions, f (/*-/•) dp. gives a measure of how far / is to be measurable. 
P) //TCM(S) then c(T)CM(2).
Remark that T is not assumed to be Tp -compact.
We need a simple lemma before starting the proof. Let q^ = ^. For each subsequence ^g of q^, since for each p,(<7g)fi^ is a subsequence of (^Rg, we havê Notice that this result implies that (Y^ ^ x Y^^)^ is irreducible.
The general case now follows by an obvious induction on n.
Proof of Theorem 5. -If T is Tp -compact, T is pointwise bounded, 0(T) == 0, i.e. the hypothesis of a) are satisfied. It is then enough to prove a). One can obviously suppose that the measure space is diffuse (i.e. atomless).
st
Step. -We reduce to the case where T is uniformly bounded. For all n, let A., = ess sup {|/| > n}. Since T is nice, there exist Since 0(T 1 ) < 0(T) and T" is uniformly bounded, this concludes this step. We suppose now on that /GT ======» 0</< 1 .
Let a = 0(c(T)) and q £ N. We want to show that For each integer fi < p, the set Eg of points of R 2 which have any two coordinates equal is negligible, since JLI is diffuse. Hence there exists a finite subalgebra ^ of 2 , which contains the sets {/, > iq~1} , {f, < 0' -1) q~l} for 1 < ; < q and r < n and such that each Eg is contained in a set of the product algebra ^p of measure <T?. We can suppose that the atoms Z^,..., Z^ of have positive measure. For i < k, let /x, be the normalization of the restriction of JLI to Z,. Let Z = (.n Z,) 2 , provided with 48 M. TALAGRAND the measure X = ( ® ^i,)® 2 . A point zGZ will be denoted bŷ
.
Ki<k k<i<2k
A straightforward calculation shows that
Since g < 1, (for A* < 1) we have
For z G Z, let P^ = {z^.; f < /:}, provided with the measurê which gives weight jn(Z,) td z,, and let Q^ = {z,; k < i < 2k} , provided with the measure ^ which gives weight ^i(Z^^) to z,. Step. -We show that for each measurable G C ft 151 , where I s | < p , we have
For a sequence a = (o,)^^ of integers <fc, and z£Z, let^
We have
where the summation is taken over all possible choices of a and where 5y is the Dirac measure at u. If all the integers (o,),^â re distinct, then
as easily seen, and otherwise
The union of the sets II Z-where two of the a, are equal is i<\s\ l the smallest set of sd " yl which contains E(^| , so by the choice of sd, it is of measure < 17, which proves the claim.
th
Step. -Hence, if | s \ < p , we have
Let Y be the set of z G Z such that ^ ,(A^\C,) < p-1 for 151 < p . It foUows from (3.1), (3.5) and the choice of r] that the set of z E Y with g(z) > a -2q~1 has positive measure.
It is clear that g = 9 * , where
Ki<q q<i<2q
If we had 0(z) < a -3^~1 on Y, we would have g(z) = 6 *(z) <a -3^~1 a.e. on Y. Since it is not true, there exists u G Z with 0(^) > a -3^- Since AEc'(T), there exists /£c(T) witĥ
For each integer £ < ^ , let
An easy calculation giveŝ
From (3.7) we get -'(E ^(H,)+ ^ ^(Kg))>l +a-6<7- 1 . Of course we havê
From lemma 2b), and (3.9), one deduces that 2) It is not hard to extract the following result from the above proof: under the hypothesis of the theorem, 0(T) = sup {0(D); D C T, D countable}.
Although this is not the main aim of this paper, we give an application to integration in Banach space. If E is a Banach space, a function 17: S2 -> E is said to be scalarly measurable if for each ;c*GE*, the function x* o r] is measurable. The interested reader will find several connected results in [4] .
We now prove a (much easier) analogous of theorem 5 for Riemann -me asurability. It is easy to see that ^ is lower semi-continuous, hence measurable on XxT. This shows that (p = Inf^ is also measurable. The set {0}U{2"X{^ }} is T^-compact, pointwise bounded, and consists of Riemann-measuAable functions, but its closed convex hull contains Xonro n which is not Riemann-measurable. For each n, let 2" be the completion of the product aalgebra for ^n . The following result answers a natural question, but it will not be used in the sequel, so we don't give all the details of the proof.
THEOREM 12. -For any complete probability space (S2, S , jn), L°°(jLi) has a consistent lifting.
Proof. -It closely follows the method of [5] . Given n, we are going to construct liftings .p = ?" of L°°(^) and a = a^ of L^®") which satisfy (4.1) and (4.2).
Let ^ be the cardinal of 2, and (A^<^ be an enumeration of 2. Let 2^ be the completion of the a-algebra generated by (\)p<a and for k<n, 2^ the completion of its product on . We shall construct by induction on a liftings p^ of L°°(JLI^) and o^ of L°°(^") where ^ and ^n denote the restrictions of t o 2^ and JLI®" to 2^ respectively, which satisfy the following condition: 
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Now we show how to modify p^ and o^ to make them multiplicative. For a? = (a?i, . . ., a?^) G t2" , k < n, and a/= (c^,...,c^), let ^ = {AG2^; ^(A)(c^)= 1}. It is easy to see that ^ is a filter, which depends only on c^,..., o?^ . For each o^en, let V^ be an ultrafilter containing ^ . For each a? = (a^,..., a^)£?2", we construct by induction on k<n, ultrafilters ZL^ on ^ with the following properties: so n^VCG^" 1 , which contradicts the fact that CE'U^" 1 . It is now clear that there exists an ultrafilter 11^ on ^ which contains ^ and all the sets CxA for C £ Zl^" 1 n 2^-1 , A £ V^ n 2^ , and of course ^^ can by choosen depending on o^,..., o?^ only. This concludes the construction.
It is clear that V^ and U^ = U^ contain no negligible sets. Hence one can define p^ by
P,(/)(T)= lim f(T), a^g)(^)= lim g(^)
T'-^V^.
^-^a;
for /E L°°(/^) , g £ L°°(JLI®") , r E n, u E n" , since these quantities depend only on the class of / and g. These maps where e, = ± 1 and for a set C of ^ and + C = C, -C = Sl\C. It is easy to check this is a lifting, and that a^, p^ satisfy (4.1), (4.2), (4.4). The construction is completed. The theorem follows with a = ^.
Let G be a locally compact group, and dx a left-invariant Haar measure. Since all these measures are proportional, the object L°°(G) is well defined. (When G is not a-compact, L°°(G) is the set of bounded measurable functions on G modulo the locally negligible functions). There is a natural operation of G on L°°(G), given, for /GL 00 , by L,f(x)=f(tx) for xCG (the class of 4/ depends only of the class of /). A lifting p of L°°(G) is said to be left-invariant if p(L,/) = L,p(/) for all /GL 00 . In [6] , the existence of a left invariant lifting is shown for any locally compact group. We find very likely that there exist consistent left invariant liftings on each locally compact group. However, we don't see how this could be proved without revisiting the proof of [6] , and, to be frank, this proof is so long that we don't have this courage. So we shall only prove it in a much simpler way for a large class of groups (which contains all the metrizable abelian groups). 
Measurability of translations.
Let G be a locally compact group. We fix a left invariant Haar measure dx. This paragraph is mostly devoted to a study of the following question: For which functions /£L°°(G) is the map t -> L^f from G to L°°(G) scalarly measurable, i.e. such that for each ^£L°°*, t-> ^(L^f) is measurable ?
The Haar measure of a measurable set A of G is denoted by | A | and the product measure on G" is similarly denoted by | • [" . A character 9 on L°°(G) is a linear functional which is also multiplicative. We say that a character 9 on L°°(G) (resp a ^EL°°*) is localizable if there is a compact set K C G such that 9(\y) = 1 (resp for all e>0, there is a compact K of G with 1^1 (XQ^) ^ e )-
We denote by ^°°(G) the set of bounded measurable functions on G. Each /EL°°(G) is a set in ^°°(G). For /z£/r(G), its class in L°°(G) is denoted by A . We denote by Tp the topology of pointwise convergence on the set of real-valued functions on G. 
i^n i^n
Of course the interest of this lemma is that F, is in general much bigger than A,.
Proof. -Suppose first n = 2, and let p be a left-invariant lifting of L°°(G) [6] .
First for A, B measurable we have
Let L = {t E G ; |Ai n tA^ \ == 0}. This set is closed.
Since p is left translation-invariant
Since p is left translation invariant, p is strong, i.e. p(A)CA for A closed. Since L is closed, p(L)CL, hence I n f,F,-n ^F«|<|H,n ^FJ.
i<n-l
The result follows then by the case n = 2 and Fubinfs theorem. outside a compact neighbourhood of X. We know that g is a pointwise limit along an ultrafilter of functions of the form 2 a,R^ " for a, > 0 2 a, = 1 , ^, G K. Let /x be the Radon measure on K which is the limit of the 2 a, 8^ along the same ultrafilter. Then for x E Y we have ^ (x) < g(x) < ^ 00. where
g,(x)= f^h^(xt)d^t), g^(x)= f h^xt)d^t).
Hence ^^ and g^ are continuous on X, and a straightforward computation shows f^ (g^(x) -g,(x))dx < e sup{A(r 1 ); t E K} where A is the modular function, so by lemma 2, g is Riemannmeasurable.
It remains to show that c =^ a. It is clear that G can be partitioned G = U H, where each H, is a relatively compact set, and the union of the frontiers of the H, is a closed negligible set. It is then enough to show that for each compact set X of G, there exist /zE/T, AG/, whose restriction to X is Riemann^ measurable. Indeed, if h^e f is such that its restriction to H^ is Riemann-measurable, we can suppose ||/!,|| < ||/||. Then the function g E ^°° which coincide with A, on H, is Riemann-measurable and in the class of /. One can hence assume that G is a-compact. Since / can be factored through a metrizable quotient of G, it is easy to show that one can suppose G metrizable. 
i<n i<m
Since L is metrizable and MA holds, lemma 3 a shows that there exists Ui , U^ C L, X*(Ui) = X*(U^) = 1 , and such that for s^,..., ^ e Ui , t^,..., ^ G U^, we have | 0 ^.A n n ^,B| > 0 .
It is then clear that there exists a character 0 on L°° (G), such that (H^X)^ and 0(x^) = ^X^) == 1 for ^FU^GU^ This shows that 0(L_^/)<a for r£Ui, and 6(L_^f)>b for reu^, hence ^ -^ 0(L^f) is not measurable, which concludes the proof.
The above theorem is very satisfactory when G is compact. However, when G is not compact, to say that /z£J?°(G) is Riemannmeasurable gives information only about the local behaviour of h. Hence we should not in general expect any regularity for the functions t-> ^(Lfh) <^E L°°*(G). For example, one has the following easy result. Proof. -c =» a follows from lemma 14. To prove a "^ c, we show that for any left invariant lifting p , the function h = p(f) satisfies c). Notice that for all t, u £ G, we have
Since the map g -^ p(g) (t) is a character on L°°, this shows that {R,p(/): tCG}C{u ->• 6(L^f); 6 character on L°°(G)} and the right-hand set is r -compact and contained in ^(G). Suppose now G has a consistent lifting p which is both right and left invariant. We can factor / through a metrizable quotient of G, and it is easily checked that this quotient still have a consistent lifting (call it again p) right and left invariant. So we can suppose G metrizable. We have seen that under a) the set {R,p(/); t £ G} = {p(R,(/)); t G G} is T -relatively compact in ^°°(G). So theorem 5 proposition 10 and lemma 14 show that c"{R^p(/); reG}CjT(G), i.e. that a' holds.
It is obvious that
Q.E.D.
A natural question is to ask if, whto the conditions of theorem 18 are satisfied, the map t -> 0(L^/) is Riemann-measurable. The following result shows that even if G = R, it is not the case. x:(jai,...,^L";^(s L,j)>2|) <C^ S 2e^ (card P^) 2 
P>PO
where X^ is the outer measure associated to X®" . We hence have j3" = X^(B") =0, so j3 == 0, which proves c).
The condition c) shows that to prove b) it is enough to show that there exists a non-locaJizable character 6 on L°°(R) with 0(4/) =1 for rEQ. But this follows easily from the fact that for each n, and each ^ G P^ , L^f =1 on a^ + [0, ej . Though the proof of the following theorem follows easily from a powerful result of D.H. Fremlin, and is not related to the methods of this paper, we include it here since it is obviously akin to the proceeding results. 
